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Background: Reliable high-speed data communication that supports multimedia
application for both indoor and outdoor mobile users is a fundamental
requirement for next generation wireless networks and requires a dense
deployment of physically coexisting network architectures. Due to the limited
spectrum availability, a novel interference-aware spectrum-sharing concept is
introduced where networks that suffer from congested spectrums (secondarynetworks) are allowed to share the spectrum with other networks with available
spectrum (primary-networks) under the condition that limited interference
occurs to primary networks.
Objective: Multiple-antenna and adaptive rate can be utilized as a powerefficient technique for improving the data rate of the secondary link while
satisfying the interference constraint of the primary link by allowing the
secondary user to adapt its transmitting antenna, power, and rate according to
the channel state information.
Methods: Two adaptive schemes are proposed using multiple-antenna transmit
diversity and adaptive modulation in order to increase the spectral-efficiency
of the secondary link while maintaining minimum interference with the primary.
Both the switching efficient scheme (SES) and bandwidth efficient scheme (BES)
use the scan-and-wait combining antenna technique (SWC) where there is a
secondary transmission only when a branch with an acceptable performance is
found; else the data is buffered.
Results: In both these schemes the constellation size and selected transmit
branch are determined to minimized the average number of switches and achieve
the highest spectral efficiency given a minimum bit-error-rate (BER), fading
conditions, and peak interference constraint. For delayed sensitive applications,
two schemes using power control are used: SES-PC and BES-PC. In these
schemes the secondary transmitter sends data using a nominal power level,
which is optimized to minimize the average delay. Several numerical examples
show that the BES scheme increases the capacity of the secondary link.
Conclusion: The SES and BES schemes reach high spectral efficiency and
BER performance at the expense of an increased delay. The SES-PC and BESPC minimize the average delay, satisfy the BER, and maintain a high spectral
efficiency. The proposed power optimization and power control processes
minimize the delay and the dropping probability especially if we extend the
presented work to a multiuser scenario.
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While weighted features are known in information retrieval (IR) systems to
be used for increasing recall during the document selection step, conceptual
methods helped for finding good features. Starting from the features of a
sample of Arabic news belonging to k different financial categories, and using
the support vector model (SVM), k(k-1) classifiers are generated using oneagainst-one classification. A new document is submitted to k(k-1) different
classifiers then by using the voting heuristic, is assigned to the most selected
category. Categorization results obtained for two different methods for feature
extraction: one based on the optimal concepts and the other based on isolated
labels, proved that isolated labels generate better feature, because of the
specificity of the selected features. Therefore, we can say that the quality of
the feature, added to weighting methods, using SVM is an important factor for
a more accurate classification. The proposed method based on isolated labels
gives a good classification rate of Arabic news greater than 80% in the financial
domain for five categories. Generalized to English Texts and to more categories,
it becomes a good preprocessing filtering preceding automatic annotation step,
and therefore helps for more accurate event structuring. Here attached a figure
showing the different steps of the new categorization method.
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Figure: News Categorization Method based on SVM and Conceptual Feature
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